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Traders are pictured at their desks in front of the German share price index DAX board at the Frankfurt
stock exchange, on Dec, 22, 2014.

Russia's ruble stabilized on Wednesday, as exporters selling foreign currency countered the
effect of a ratings agency saying it could downgrade Russia's sovereign debt to 'junk' status as
soon as next month.

At 4:10 p.m., the ruble was around 0.3 percent weaker against the dollar at 54.65.

It lost 0.6 percent versus the euro to 66.85 but traded in narrow ranges against both
currencies in thin afternoon trading. The ruble has swung back and forth wildly in recent
weeks, with intraday moves of more than 10 percent at times, the widest fluctuations since
the 1998 financial crisis.

Late on Tuesday, Standard and Poor's revised Russia's credit ratings to creditwatch negative
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from negative, warning a deterioration in the country's monetary flexibility could lead the
agency to put its sovereign rating in 'speculative' territory as soon as mid-January.

"A review of the ratings in foreign and local currency to 'junk' level threatens to strengthen
outflows from portfolio investments and to pressure the ruble," Dmitry Polevoy, chief
economist for Russia and CIS at ING Bank, said in a note.

"Therefore, the near-term prospects for the ruble remain highly uncertain,” Polevoy said.

Central Bank plans announced on Wednesday to start lending money in foreign currencies to
companies and banks willing to use their foreign loans as collateral did little to help the
currency.

The ruble's decline was checked by exporters selling part of their foreign-currency earnings,
both to meet tax payments due before the end of the month and in response to a government
order from Tuesday forcing certain state exporters to start selling hard currency.

"It's more or less calm at the moment … exporters are selling foreign currency, perhaps not
entirely of their own free will," said Pyotr Neimyshev, a forex trader at Okritie bank.

"We could end the year at around 52-53 rubles per dollar, but after the holidays [Jan. 1-11], I
don't rule out that foreign currency will strengthen. I wouldn't leave long positions in the
ruble over the holidays,” he said.
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